Taking the rough with the smooth: foraging for particulate food in continuous time.
This paper describes the development of the general dynamical model of foraging developed by Ollason (1980, Theoret. Popul. Biol. 18, 44-65) to predict foraging for particulate food in three different types of environment. In an environment containing particles of different types of food, the model predicts the selection of an approximately optimal diet; in an environment in which the particles occur in patches, the model predicts a time budget of patch occupancy that approximates to the optimal time budget; and in an environment containing patches of particles that regenerate by the addition of particles of food at constant rates, the model predicts that animals will dispose themselves among the patches approximately as predicted by the ideal free distribution. Where the predictions of the model depart from the predictions of optimal foraging theory, they are qualitatively similar to the observed departures of the behaviour of real animals from the predictions of optimal foraging theory. The model provides a general representation of the foraging decisions of animals whether they feed strictly continuously or discontinuously on particles of food, and does so without explicit reference to optimization processes.